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Showcases some of the Golden State's most visually aesthetic historical communities, in a
lavishly photographed volume that features commentary and essays on regional wines, points of
interest, and accommodations. 30,000 first printing.

About the AuthorJoan Tapper was the founding editor of National Geographic Traveler and
editor of Islands Magazine and the author of The Most Beautiful Villages and Towns of
California, The Most Beautiful Villages and Towns of the Southwest, The Most Beautiful Villages
and Towns of the Pacific Northwest, and The Wild West on 5 Bits a Day. She lives in
California.Nik Wheeler is the co-founder of the award-winning Insiders Guide series of illustrated
travel guides and the photographer of The Most Beautiful Villages and Towns of California, The
Most Beautiful Villages and Towns of the Southwest, and The Most Beautiful Villages and Towns
of the Pacific Northwest. He lives in California.
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The Most Beautiful Villages of New England (Most Beautiful Villages)



Deborah Best, “Great Book. Wonderful resource for this area. Photos are a bit outdated for the
price of the book. Gave as a gift with another book from this author on the Pacific Northwest.
Made the perfect gift!”

Blue in Washington (Barry Ballow), “Nice reminder of old California. This is a nicely
photographed coffee table book that highlights some of the less well-known parts of California
as well as the more famous and iconic spots in the state. I bought the book as a transplanted
Californian who wants to remember the place as it was "back in the time". The nicely produced
volume does do that visually. It's less substantive in its text.What I especially liked about "The
Most Beautiful...." were the sections on towns in the north of the state, where things really
haven't changed as radically as they have in the south. One of the few entries for the far south,
San Juan Capistrano, was really little more than a photo layout of the old mission in that town.
There's truly not much else to present although it's a pleasant enough suburb.If you've traveled
down Route 1, done the Wine Country or toured the Gold Country, you would certainly enjoy
owning this book as a momento of your travels. Before such travels and looking for info about
interesting stops, this isn't going to be much help, other than a visual preview. I'm happy to have
the book in any event.”

JK, “Beautiful book. I purchased this book as a "thank you" gift for a friend in Germany who had
visited many of the Coastal towns of California during a vacation long ago. He loved the book
and marveled at all the places he remembered from time spent in "The Golden State". Plus,
pictures of towns that he hadn't visited were so interesting to him that I'm sure they'll give him
ideas for any upcoming visits he may be planning.The photographs are beautiful and the
commentaries interesting. While it doesn't highlight the rugged beauty of places such as
Yosemite or the California Coast, it serves to reinforce the down-to-earth beauty that can be
found in simple, every day towns.”

DSeverance, “California is beautiful - but which parts of California are the most beautiful?!. I
come from uglier places in this fair Union - Wisconsin, Florida, New York. When I arrived in
California, I arrived to heaven on earth. But where is my family to go on vacation and look to work
and live when every place is beautiful?! This book answers that question and helped my wife
and I decide to take the family to Monterey. And, guess what, we' are moving there soon. So
watch out if you buy this book or you might find yourself visiting and ultimately moving to a place
you absolutely consider heaven on earth!”

Paul in Hercules, “Book Review. I purchased this book as a gift for a close relative who travels
around CA often. I looked it over first and found it to be a beautiful pictorial with very nice
narratives. Don't know how it was received as a gift as yet but I expect it will be very useful and



get a lot of use. - Paul”

Barbara Avent, “Wonderful book.. This book stirs my soul. I live in Colorado but get got to
Northern Cally at least once a year. I found this book and have put severa of the villages and
towns on my bucket list to visit on my next visits to the Bay Area and NOrthern Cally. there are a
few in Central and Southern Cally as well. The pictures and text are well written and
photography sharp, colorful an beautiful.”

The book by Josh de Lioncourt has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 27 people have provided feedback.
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